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t
he last several years have yielded a massive shift 
in how we view and apply technology – especially 
in the datacenter. We will see a continued evolu-
tion in data center technology, including advances 

in storage, compute, and networking, but unlike before 
this evolution will be accompanied by a revolution.

This is a true revolution because we are fundamen-
tally changing the way technology is applied and con-
sumed by the business. Infrastructure architects can no 
longer fulfill the needs of the business by just delivering 
the technical specifications given to them by application 
owners. Application and infrastructure teams must col-
laborate and work hand-in-hand to meet the demands 
of the business within aggressive timeframes. 

The revolution is also enabling something we have 
not seen before – an array of external alternatives. The 
business is no longer a captive buyer of the products 
created by internal IT. There are now SaaS, PaaS, and 
IaaS offerings available with the swipe of a credit card. 
These services are often being consumed without regard 
to corporate security, compliance and governance poli-
cies. Unfortunately the business doesn’t always know or 
care where services are being deployed. 

So how do we compete? We must embrace, innovate 
and change faster than ever before. 

The good news is that while several external provid-
ers have developed homegrown offerings, industry-lead-
ing vendors are shrink-wrapping solutions that deliver 
similar benefits. Our clients can now realistically take 
advantage of hybrid architectures in order to consume 
the best of both internal and external resources while 
meeting security, compliance and governance demands. 

Comprehending all of this can be a daunting task, 
especially when we have day jobs. Technology is mov-
ing at an unprecedented pace and shows no signs of 
stopping. That is why Ahead was created. Our simple 
purpose is: To listen, understand and address your needs 
by applying our unique methodologies and the highest 
form of technology – The Human Brain. We do this by 
maintaining focus on you and applying innovative ideas 
based on our deep understanding of products and solu-
tions and how to execute them.

We produced this publication for you to share in 
some of the knowledge and insight we gained across 
multiple vertical markets. And remember, as your organi-
zation seeks to better automate, control, measure, report 
and serve the business, we welcome an opportunity to 
assist. Helping you discover ways to transform, optimize 
and rapidly deploy solutions that drive business growth 
and ensure long-term viability is our core competency.

So please enjoy reading your complimentary copy of 
What’s Ahead magazine. And make sure you check out 
our website at thinkahead.com for a deeper dive on the 
ideas and concepts discussed in this edition.

Best regards,

Daniel Adamany, President
AHEAD

White PaPer available for free doWnload

Build a highly resilient data center  
infrastructure
http://bit.ly/I1HsVN

Cloud orchestration & automation
http://bit.ly/JPiVa8

Enterprise backup & recovery service levels
http://bit.ly/IJsowI

External storage:  
Market analysis & decision criteria
http://bit.ly/Jq9bQf

High-Availability data center design  
for healthcare
http://bit.ly/IbzHRE
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Case studies:
Aspirus virtualizes Epic Hyperspace  
with Ahead
http://bit.ly/IpZQcM

Hospital moves Ahead with road map  
to its future
http://bit.ly/J9VUsY
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the increAsing imPortAnce  
of vmwAre vcenter

W
ith each generation of VMware products, 
the importance of vCenter (formerly 
Virtual Center) elevates from a central 
administration point to a keystone for 

full functionality. While a number of features in the 
vSphere suite are able to survive without vCenter, such 
as High Availability and virtual networking, many other 
pieces of the stack rely on vCenter for some or all of 
their ability to carry out tasks.

One example that emphasizes this is the VMware 
View product for virtual end user computing (VEUC) 
to host desktops. During a vCenter outage, you can still 
connect to any fully available desktop. However, both 
types of desktops, full clones (sometimes referred to 
as thick clones) and linked clones, are affected by the 
loss of vCenter in various ways. Any desktop type will 
lose the ability to be powered on, off, or reset by View 
without vCenter. Linked clones are especially impacted: 
any refresh or recompose actions, which are typically 
automated by the settings of a View pool, are no longer 
available. This can become a big problem very quickly 
— imagine a shift change for a call center that is unable 
to refresh their desktops for the next shift.

While there are many other scenarios that can be 
impacted by the loss of vCenter, the takeaway here is 
a need to better protect it from failure. Enabling High 
Availability on a vSphere cluster containing vCenter 
server may no longer be good enough for your use case. 

here are a few questions to determine how prepared 
you are for an outage:
•	 Have	you	considered	how	long	it	would	take	you	

to restore your vCenter server to full working state, 
including all plug-ins and third-party applications?

•	 Do	you	have	a	runbook	or	disaster	process	for	
getting vCenter back to full working order, with 
planned testing periods?

•	 How	often	is	your	vCenter	database	backed	up,	and	
does that time period meet reasonable expectations 
of lost administrative time?

•	 Do	you	have	a	repository	of	all	domain	or	database	
accounts necessary to re-create your ODBC connec-
tions and service logons?

Fortunately, there are many different ways to tackle 
these problems, including the most robust method: 
vCenter Heartbeat. The point of Heartbeat is to provide 
a completely disparate set of data so that nothing 
is shared, eliminating any single points of failure. A 
completely unique copy of the database and vCenter 
server is maintained on a secondary server (or servers, 
if you separate your vCenter server from the database 
server) with a heartbeat network. If an outage occurs, 
the secondary server can assume the primary identity to 
restore functionality very rapidly. If that isn’t your cup of 
tea, there are also a variety of backups, mirrors, clusters, 
or log shipping processes that can be custom designed 
to offer similar levels of protection for the two tiers. *

Chris Wahl is a data center engineer for Ahead.  

Reach him at wahl@thinkahead.com

failure is not an oPtion

while there Are mAny 
other scenArios thAt cAn 
be imPActed by the loss of 
vcenter, the tAkeAwAy here 
is A need to better Protect 
it from fAilure. 
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resource Contractor ahead Certified infrastructure 
Professional

Engagement Model Subcontractor > Vendor A > Vendor B > Client Ahead Employee > Client

Source Pool 15% of the Workforce (Active candidates) – 
Subcontractors

ACIP – Ahead Certified Infrastructure 
Professionals

Engineer Profile

•	 Tactical experience
•	 Mixed full time employee and contract experience
•	 Short term engagements
•	 Staffing experience – time based milestones
•	 Minimal certifications

•	 Tactical experience
•	 Strategic experience aligning technology 

to business
•	 Full time employee at enterprise firms
•	 Consulting experience – deliverable 

based milestones
•	 Certifications

Compensation Model •	 Hourly
•	 Salary
•	 MBO – Client Satisfaction
•	 MBO – Certifications

Motivations
•	 Maximize billable hours
•	 Knowledge centralization – self preservation
•	 Zero bench time, next opportunity

•	 Customer satisfaction
•	 Technology optimization, transformation
•	 Knowledge transfer
•	 Successful project completion

Additional Support •	 None •	 Ahead TEAM
•	 Vendor support

Knowledge Transfer •	 Completed at project end contingent on next 
contract aligning with project

•	 Weekly status reporting
•	 Runbook

Benefits •	 Low initial cost

•	 Engage quicker
•	 Leveraging a TEAM
•	 Resource redundancy
•	 Certified skills

Risk

•	 Project delays due to extended time to engage
•	 Resource does not have all of the advertised skills
•	 Single point of failure – no resource redundancy
•	 No access to vendor support
•	 Lost time spent on locating alternative resources
•	 Contractor finds next contract prior to 

engagement completion
•	 Vendor finds next contract prior to engagement 

completion
•	 System down time

vs. aCiP
ContraCtor*

a differenCe 
you Can 
aPPreCiate
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AHEAD Certified Infrastructure Professionals

Ready when you are
THE WORLD IS AN ON-DEMAND PLACE. It drives an urgent need for processing, 
expediting, storing, and protecting information. It puts an unrelenting burden 
on your workforce. Who do you need on the team? What skill sets are necessary? 
And how many resources are adequate to meet constantly changing system demands?

Not to worry. Your staffing plan 
is as flexible as your data center 
operations with AHEAD® Certified 
Infrastructure Professionals (ACIP).

AHEAD Certified Infrastructure 
Professionals provide the adaptability 
you want and the expertise your 
business processes demand.

AHEAD cultivates technical resources with the core competencies and expertise 
required for optimizing modern data center operations. Available for rapid deployment, 
ACIPs give you an affordable, cost-efficient way to maximize your workforce without 
disrupting the bottom line.

 ACIPs ARE CERTIFIED. Every ACIP undergoes an exhaustive certification process 
conducted by the AHEAD senior technical team. The competency of each ACIP is put 
to the test in the exclusive AHEAD H1O8 hybrid cloud—a real-world environment that 
pushes the limits of even the most technologically savvy individuals. 

 ACIPs KNOW HOW TO WORK WITH YOU. Collaboration and interpersonal skills 
are emphasized in all facets of the ACIP program. So whether you engage a group 
or a single individual, you can rest assured they understand the importance of 
seamlessly integrating with the team you already have in place. 

 ACIPs HAVE A LIFELINE. Every ACIP has full access to the entire AHEAD technical 
team. And each ACIP is further supported through our deep vendor relationships 
and support subscriptions.

Call AHEAD at 312.329.7880 or email sales@ThinkAheadIT.com and learn how AHEAD 
Certified Infrastructure Professionals can help you improve performance and increase 
productivity. 

EMC VELOCITY
SIGNATURE PARTNER

ACIP is an elite team of certified 
engineers with real-world 
experience—skilled in building 
and supporting today’s technology. 
The entire ACIP focus is on these 
data center functions:

• Data Center Engineer

• Server Virtualization Engineer

• VDI Engineer

• Storage Engineer

• Application Packager (ThinApp)

• Backup Engineer

• Networking Engineer

• Infrastructure Project Manager
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choose the right technology  
to Protect your dAtA

r
AID, or “Redundant Array of Independent (or 
Inexpensive) Disks,” is a data-protection scheme 
that was invented in the late 1980s to prevent 
data loss and maintain availability in a time 

when hard disk drives were both small and unreliable. 
Since the 1980s, many technological and manu-

facturing advances have led to a parabolic increase in 
the amount of data that can be stored on a single hard 
disk drive. Drives that were tens of megabytes then 
are now up to three terabytes (a six-figure multiple in-
crease) and this trend will continue. Today, this trend 
has brought the industry to a point where the applica-
tion of RAID protection across groups of physical 
disks is hitting a wall.

raid 101
Now for some basics on today’s most common  
RAID schemes:
•	 RAID1/10
 Maintain a redundant copy of data on at least two 

physical disks to protect against a single disk failure 
in a two-drive pair. The capacity overhead is 50 
percent and the performance overhead is that two 
disk operations have to be performed whenever the 
server/host performs a write to maintain the mirror.

•	 RAID5
 Use an XOR parity scheme across at least three 

physical disks to protect against a single disk failure 
in a group. Using the example of RAID5 with eight 
disks, the capacity overhead is 12.5 percent and the 
performance overhead is that four-disk operations 
have to be performed whenever the server/
host performs a write to maintain 
parity.

•	 RAID6
 Use two XOR parity 

schemes across at least 
four physical disks to 
protect against up to two 
disk failures in a group. 
Using the example of 
RAID6 with eight disks, the 

capacity overhead is 25 percent and the performance 
overhead is that six (or even nine with some imple-
mentations) disk operations have to be performed 
whenever the server/host performs a write to main-
tain both parity schemes.

The percentages are with respect to the amount of 
raw storage, e.g. if you have 10 terabytes raw, you get 
5 terabytes usable with RAID1 (or 50 percent of raw), 
and so on.

the rebuild time vs. capacity conundrum
When an individual disk drive fails with any of these 
RAID implementations, the replacement drive has to 
be completely rebuilt regardless of the amount of data 
that has been written to the group, i.e. even if no data 
has ever been written to a group of three terabyte drives 
by an application, a disk failure requires that all three 
terabytes (white space and all) be rebuilt on the replace-
ment drive. With a three terabyte drive, this process 
can take days on a busy group and during this time, the 
level of protection afforded 
by the group is reduced. This 
situation has led to RAID6 
being the most common 
scheme applied on larger/
slower drives. RAID5 offers 
less write overhead, but the 
risk of losing data because of 
a second failure in a RAID5 
group increases as drives 
get larger and rebuild times 
increase.

are raid GrouPs dead?
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“...but the industry continues 
to increAse the cAPAcity Per 
drive to meet demAnd while 
consuming less Power 
And tAking uP less dAtA 
center floor sPAce.”

– Scott Reder,  

  Chief Storage Architect, Ahead

the performance vs. protection conundrum
While RAID6 is the best choice for protecting data on 
larger or slower drives, it is the least advantageous from 
a performance perspective when writing data. This con-
tradiction often leads to performance problems. Take a 
backup-to-disk use case where a DBA exports data to a 
file system for quick recovery. Choosing large-capacity 
drives protected with RAID6 is the best economic 
choice for backup data, but this process can have 
adverse effects on a storage array under this near-100 
percent write workload. The RAID groups are often 
incapable of keeping up with the pace of writes, which 
backs up write cache on the storage array and eventually 
server performance suffers.

Note that techniques have been developed to better 
handle the write overhead of RAID protection that 
involves two parity schemes. For example, an enterprise 
storage array can sometimes detect a sequential write 
workload and write out an entire stripe set (both data 
and parity) in one operation across the group. Another 
method is to use non-volatile memory to batch up writes 
to increase opportunities to write out full stripe sets.

enter pools
Almost all enterprise storage systems have introduced 
the concept of pools, which takes many disks and as-
sembles them into pools for ease of management and 
wide striping across all disks in the pool for better 
performance on average. For storage systems that have 
a lineage that goes back to the 1990s or earlier, RAID 
groups are still used in pools. For example, an 80-drive 
pool might consist of 10 individual eight-drive RAID5 
groups and the pool stripes data evenly across all of 
them. This implementation method allowed manufac-
turers to bring their existing RAID group approaches to 
modern pool-based storage, but there is a much broader 
data loss risk if a RAID group is compromised. More 
specifically from my example, if one of the 10 individual 
RAID5 groups in the pool has a dual-disk failure, all 
data in the entire pool is lost given that each RAID 
group holds its own unique portion. Overall, a single 
RAID group could have an impact on potentially tens 
or hundreds of terabytes of data.

The risk is lessened with smaller/faster hard disk 
drives (faster rebuild times), but the industry continues 
to increase the capacity per drive to meet demand while 
consuming less power and taking up less data center 
floor space.

the advantages of protection at logical levels
Several storage systems developed in the past 10 years 
employ data protection at logical levels vs. the physi-
cal disk level to better address the issues described 
above. Here are a couple of examples of logical data 
protection schemes in use today along with the associ-
ated benefits:

A NAS system that protects data at the file level 
only needs to rebuild the actual files that have been 
written to the filesystem when a drive fails vs. an entire 
individual disk drive. Additionally, multiple protection 
schemes can be applied at the file level with less over-
head to provide even more redundancy, e.g. the ability 
to lose an entire node in a clustered filesystem without 
data loss or downtime.

A SAN system that employs data protection on 
smaller logical units above the physical disks and also 
supports thin provisioning (allocate on write) only 
needs to rebuild failed drives based on the data that has 
actually been written vs. entire physical disks. Protec-
tion can also be implemented with less overhead in a 
manner that allows the loss of an entire shelf of drives 
without data loss.

summary
RAID groups will be with us for the time being. The 
industry never changes overnight and new ways of 
addressing the risk will continue to be developed, like 
simply using multiple pools to avoid having too many 
eggs in one basket. However, more recent storage 
designs utilize the concepts introduced by basic RAID 
protection, but they do so in a way that is better able to 
handle the coming increases in scale and capacity that 
will continue for the foreseeable future. *

Scott Reder is the chief storage architect at Ahead.  

Reach him at reder@thinkahead.com 
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f
or the next three to five years expect enterprise 
storage requirements to grow at the same acceler-
ated rates we have been experiencing since 2009. 
Information and intelligent access/use of that in-

formation is already a critical differentiator for companies 
in most industry verticals. As both the amount and value 
of storage requirements grow, companies will be forced 
to adopt storage management strategies to ensure that 
data is placed on the correct tier with the correct levels of 
access, if for no other reason than pure cost.

Virtualization of the storage layer will become prev-
alent in most organizations. Storage array refresh and 
data migrations are typically the most expensive, most 
disruptive, and take longer to complete than any other 
datacenter infrastructure operations. Virtualization of 
storage and storage array sub-systems will provide three 
major benefits to organizations:

Non-disruptive storage infrastructure refresh 
through virtualization enabled migrations.

The ability through either storage array virtualization 
or through hypervisor storage virtualization to non-dis-
ruptively move virtualized storage between both arrays 
and tiers, placing data on the most cost-effective tier in 
relation to its organizational value.

The ability to virtualize storage across physical sites 
or datacenter locations — when combined with net-
work L2 adjacency — will allow for mobility of active 
running workload non-disruptively between physical 
datacenters.

Continued adoption of Flash (SSD/EFD) and dense 
SAS drives as well as SATA/NL-SAS will drive down 
cost, power requirements and floor-space requirements 
for storage. The shift from high-performing Fibre 
Channel or SAS drives to the combination of mixing 
EFD and SATA (or Near-Line SAS), will be criti-
cal for storage subsystems or virtual infrastructures to 
automatically place data on appropriate tiers in order to 
meet data accessibility and performance requirements.

This previous point will become a problem for 

What does the future look like  
for enterprise storaGe?

storaGe
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traditional storage vendors. Continued enhancements 
in server virtualization and the overall virtualization of 
more tier 1 workloads will lead to a blur of technologies 
between server and storage array. Many vendors (both 
hypervisor and storage) will look at methods by which 
inexpensive RAM on servers can be used as an extension 
of storage system cache to drive down latency between 
storage IO operations and access to data response time.

Additionally, Hypervisor vendors will continue to 
push for pure commoditization of storage by attempt-
ing to move storage access, tiering and performance 
management from the storage controller to the 
hypervisor CPU. The hypervisor vendors will claim 
more inherent knowledge of Virtual Machine storage 
requirements at a granular level (performance, backup 
requirements, replication requirements, clone/snap 
requirements, etc.) and therefore, the hypervisor should 
control all of those types of functions at the storage 
level. Expect the storage vendors to provide access to 
the storage subsystems to allow this granular access 
and control by the hypervisor in order to stay competi-
tive in the storage-enabled space, even though this will 
diminish the value and differentiators of the respective 
storage array manufacturers.

Even with a drive toward use of EFD and SATA, data 
growth will still be prohibitive to ensuring the ability to 
protect and backup all active data on a regular basis. Even 
with rapid and standard adoption of data deduplication-
based backup technologies, data growth will continue to 
outpace the capability to replicate, manage and backup 
that data within appropriate time frames.

Organizations that have not adopted an archive 
strategy or a business-value approach to classifica-
tion and long term archive of not-frequently-accessed 
data will see significant increases in both storage and 
backup expenses. By leaving all data on primary storage, 
the cost of disk will increase. Additionally, the cost of 
backup/replication and replicated data protection will 
also continue to increase from a pure cost perspective as 
well as the perspective of being able to deliver service-
level guarantees for access and recovery. Data availabil-
ity requirements continue to increase, but as the amount 
of storage increases, most organizations will find that 
they are no longer able to provide backups in a timely 
manner to meet availability or recoverability SLAs.

In order to reduce primary storage and backup 

system costs and to streamline operational backup 
capabilities, organizations will continue to invest in and 
deploy long-term archive strategies for data that is no 
longer frequently accessed and must be retained perma-
nently for compliance or can more effectively be served 
by deployment on an archive tier.

Lastly, there will continue to be a focus by the 
enterprise storage vendors to bring application intelli-
gence into the array. As data quantities grow, the ability 
for organizations to mine it and make use of it for both 
traditional and non-traditional database management 
systems will be critical to unlocking the power of that 
data. Over time, the ability of the traditional model of 
cache-based storage arrays will no longer be sufficient 
to support data analysis and response times required 
to support real-time, online data-access require-
ments. Because of this, continued focus and adoption of 
purpose-built storage array sub-systems, many with key 
integration directly into server platform technology, will 
become critical and will shift focus away from the tradi-
tional approach of providing shared-storage capacity. *

Brett Foy is a datacenter technology consultant at Ahead 

focused on design and architecture of advanced datacenter 

technologies around virtualization, computing, networking, 

storage, and backup/recovery. Prior to joining Ahead, Brett 

worked at a large IT manufacturer where he was respon-

sible for the divisional Virtualization Datacenter Practice as a 

practice manager as well as having also spent 5 years in a 

technology consulting and architecture sales support role. 

Prior to moving into the consulting and architecture role, Brett 

was an AVP responsible for managing the North American 

datacenter infrastructure focused on datacenter virtualization 

and consolidation around many technologies including server, 

backup, desktop, email, security, web hosting and SAP for a 

multi-national global insurance company. 
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hyPervisor vendors will continue to 
Push for Pure commoditizAtion of 
storAge by AttemPting to move storAge 
Access, tiering And PerformAnce 
mAnAgement from the storAge 
controller to the hyPervisor cPu.
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virtualization  

What does  
the future hold 
for server 
virtualization and 
compute (x86)?

Let’s take a look at where server virtualization and 
compute are headed in the next few years.

virtualization
x86 virtualization will continue at a rapid pace, and in 
the next three to five years, compute and memory capa-
bilities will continue to grow. Hypervisor technologies 
will continue to increase its ability to handle workload 
on both a consolidated and non-consolidated ba-
sis. Massive server consolidation for cost savings alone 
will no longer be a core driver for virtualization.  

The focus of virtualization will shift as enterprise 
organizations begin to virtualize all Tier 1 applications 
as a driver to increase availability through virtualiza-
tion attributes including scalability and portability.   

and ComPute
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Most organizations will be challenged to identify any 
applications that will not be able to fit on a virtualized 
hypervisor based system.

As virtualization hypervisors continue to take more 
of the overall functions of the datacenter in the server, 
trends may evolve including:
•	 Hypervisor	managed	storage	—	storage	system	cach-

ing at the hypervisor
•	 Hypervisor	managed	disaster	recovery	—	automated	

hypervisor-based replication and recovery
•	 Hypervisor	managed	networking	—	introductions	of	

technologies like VXLAN
Virtualization has already provided the ability to 

protect applications and sites by providing the ability to 
non-disruptively prevent planned outages through use 
of workload mobility between hosts. However, to date, 
applications haven’t been made virtualization-aware 
(without OS clustering or web-farm like technologies.)  
Applications must be hardened (through application 
aware clustering or other technologies) to prevent 
downtime in the event of the loss of a virtualization 
host. Even though rapid restart capabilities exist, physi-
cal hardware failures still take virtual servers off line.  

In the next three to five years, pure high-availability 
solutions using memory and CPU-state mirroring tech-
nologies for multi-processor infrastructure will evolve 
and become available for the most critical enterprise ap-
plications. Implementation of SMP-aware server mirror 
between hardware platforms will provide significant 
uptime and availability capabilities.

Compute
The compute layer will continue to commoditize. 
Server vendors will continue to leapfrog each other in 
the ability to provide more cores and higher memory 
density following the release schedule of the processor 
manufacturers.

In general, focus of the server vendors has shifted and 
will continue to shift from the physical hardware itself to 
the overall “presentation layer” of the compute solution. 

The ability to provide high availability architecture 
that can be configured as a scalable “set it and forget it” 
architecture through well-developed interfaces will be 
critical. By creating large pools of profile-based server 

resources into which servers can be dynamically added 
and removed with no configuration requirements or 
server personality will allow organizations to scale 
workload on demand and do so non-disruptively in 
order to meet demands of the business.

Server memory and core density capacities will 
continue to increase. A point will be reached in which 
a single x86 server will be able to run hundreds of 
individual workloads. Even though this is technically 
possible, most organizations will actually look to lower 
the density of VM’s to physical servers and to procure 
cheaper and  smaller servers versus massive/monolithic 
32-core, 1TB+ x86 servers for multiple reasons:

“Too many eggs in one basket” syndrome — just 
because you can run 100-plus virtual machines on a 
host may not mean that is the best idea for an overall 
application availability perspective — even for non-
production test/dev infrastructure deployment.

Deployment of server clustering technologies and 
profile/stateless-based computing systems will reduce 
the complexity of having larger server farms.  Server 
farms will be able to automatically scale resources up 
and down as application demand peaks and wanes. By 
scaling with smaller servers, the unit of compute that 
can be “powered down” will be more granular, and that 
will in turn drive energy efficiency in the datacenter, 
which for many companies has become critical as part 
of their green initiatives. *

Brett Foy is a datacenter technology consultant at Ahead 

focused on design and architecture of advanced datacenter 

technologies around virtualization, computing, networking, 

storage, and backup/recovery. Prior to joining Ahead, Brett 

worked at a large IT manufacturer where he was respon-

sible for the divisional Virtualization Datacenter Practice as a 

practice manager as well as having also spent 5 years in a 

technology consulting and architecture sales support role. 

Prior to moving into the consulting and architecture role, Brett 
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server memory And core density cAPAcities will 
continue to increAse. A Point will be reAched in which 
A single x86 server will be Able to run hundreds of 
individuAl workloAds. 
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when a wisconsin-based healthcare 
company ran into a roadblock when 
attempting to bring its epic hyperspace 
environment on board, it turned to the 
experts at Ahead to solve the problem. 
the result was a 700 percent increase in 
user density and $250,000 in savings.

a
s an early proponent of virtualization, a 
Wisconsin-based healthcare network had 
virtualized more than 70 percent of its 
Windows infrastructure. However, it ran into 

a roadblock when attempting to bring its Epic Hyper-
space environment on board. Early efforts resulted in 
unacceptable performance, prompting a return to physi-
cal servers for delivering the Epic Health Information 
System’s user interface to 2,500 concurrent users.

Ahead addressed the problem by designing a 
production-scale proof of concept on the Cisco UCS 
platform. While other epic customers who have virtual-
ized Hyperspace have reported achieving user densities 
of only 35 to 40 per server instance, and the company 
was handling 125 users per bare metal HP BL465c 
server, the test supported 1,034 users on a single virtual-
ized Cisco UCS B440 blade configured with only 50 
percent of its capable memory.

The company’s IT team expects to scale to 1,400 
users per server when the transition to a VMware-based 

Hyperspace deployment is complete this year. That 
will slash server needs from 20 to seven, saving space 
as well as more than $250,000 in upfront hardware 
costs. It will also enable other virtualization benefits, 
such as better CPU/memory utilization and improved 
load management and provide reliable user access to 
information ranging from clinical to scheduling, billing 
and beyond.

virtualize hyperspace or drown in servers
Epic Hyperspace is a client-server application that 
connects back to a Caché database running on IBM 
pSeries hardware with AIX. Following Epic best prac-
tices, the healthcare company delivers the Hyperspace 
client using Citrix XenApp for application presentation 
to end users and Citrix Provisioning Server to provision 
the XenApp servers.

That architecture was adopted when the company 
implemented Epic HIS for one of its hospitals in 2004. 
It functioned well initially, but two difficulties arose 
over time.

First, the user experience began to deteriorate as 
the nonprofit health system added applications and 
expanded to include six hospitals, 40 clinics, multiple 
ancillary services and more than 5,500 end users in 
Wisconsin and upper Michigan. Second, with that 
growth, the company required 20 physical servers just 
to host the Hyperspace application for 2,500 concur-
rent users. Continued expansion would require an 
even larger footprint that would eventually become 
unsupportable.

The company’s director of IT knew that virtual-
izing Hyperspace was the answer to achieve the 
scalability needed, and it was moving as much of the 
infrastructure into a virtualized environment as pos-
sible, so in 2006–2007 it began running VMware to 
provision Citrix Presentation Server and deliver the 
Hyperspace client. 

This resulted in a satisfactory user experience at first, 
but the VM infrastructure crashed and burned when 
the company had a client upgrade because of the new 
version’s heavier CPU usage.

After failing to resolve the issue despite assistance 
from Epic, the company abandoned VMware for the 
Hyperspace workload and reluctantly retreated to bare 
metal. Then Ahead entered the picture.

maximum effiCienCy
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healthCare
Case study*

new path with Cisco uCs and ahead
At the time, the healthcare company was exploring the 
use of Cisco UCS (Unified Computing System) for a 
disaster recovery project and was working with Ahead 
to determine how the Cisco UCS blade servers would 
reduce their cost per compute resource. The company 
had already purchased several chassis and had four 
B200 blades on-site, but the IT team wanted to test the 
waters before taking the full Cisco UCS plunge. Ahead 
proposed using Hyperspace as a proof of concept.

If Cisco UCS failed to demonstrate enough positive 
difference over the HP bare metal servers, the company 
would not have gone down that path. 

The goal was to use VMware ESXi 4.1 to virtualize 
the Hyperspace environment in a test scenario. One of 
the challenges was that there was no Hyperspace load 
simulator. The test would have to be run with actual 
clinical users in live production to determine how the 
servers would perform under a real-world workload.

Despite initial concerns about potentially kicking 
users offline or worse, the company decided to move 
ahead with the proof of concept because of multiple 
safeguards that mitigated the risk. One was that the 
Citrix architecture limited the exposure by making it 
possible to gradually ease users onto VMs. Another was 
that Ahead’s close connections with Cisco, VMware 
and EMC provided high-level resources to consult in 
the event of a problem.

Accordingly, Ahead designed a series of five tests 
to safely benchmark the separate components as more 
users were scaled onto a single compute resource. The 
building blocks included Cisco UCS, VMware, EMC 
storage, and Citrix Presentation Server.

1,034 users on one blade and counting
The tests were run over a period of five days in February 
2011, beginning with a Cisco UCS B200M blade and 
moving to a top-of-the-line B440 supplied by Cisco 
with 128 GB of its supportable 256 GB of RAM for 
testing purposes. By the time the last test was com-
pleted, the company had effectively knocked the Hyper-
space virtualization ball out of the park with VMware-
based user densities 26 times greater than reported by 
other Epic customers. The test cycle:
•	 Pushed	the	workload	to	1,034	users	on	the	test	

Cisco B440—an eightfold (700+ percent) density 
increase over the company’s own physical server load 
with no performance drop-off

•	 Pointed	the	way	to	supporting	up	to	1,400	users	on	
a fully loaded B440—an elevenfold (1,000+ percent) 
improvement over the company’s bare metal HP 
environment

•	 Yielded	a	50	percent	reduction	in	user	login	times	
from 10-12 seconds to just five to six seconds.
With those results, the company knew that it could 

successfully virtualize the Hyperspace presentation layer, 
replace its 20 HP BL465c servers with 7 Cisco UCS 
B200 blades, and continue to scale its Hyperspace envi-
ronment without building a Mount Everest of 1U servers.

Equally important, the company gained the ability 
to leverage VMware features such as vMotion, Storage 
vMotion, DRS and HA for better CPU and memory 
utilization, automatic load balancing, live migration of 
virtual machines from one ESX host or storage device 
to another and automatic failover in case of hardware 
failure in a cluster.

The result: Another milestone on the company’s 
virtualization road, exponentially easier management 
of Hyperspace servers, and fewer end-user complaints 
about sluggish performance of the Epic interface. That’s 
an epic accomplishment for five days of testing. *

For a complete overview of this project, please see the full 

case study available here: http://bit.ly/IpZQcM

mission: Align 5,500 employees  of a nonprofit regional health 
system spread across 60 locations to provide coordination of care.

Key aPPliCation: Epic Health Information System (HIS)

need: Virtualize Epic Hyperspace, the front-end portal that  
provides the user interface to Epic HIS

serviCes: Full-production proof of concept designed and  
configured by Ahead

results: 
•	Increased	users	per	server	from	125	to	1,034
•	Resolved	performance	degradation	problem
•	Reduced	Hyperspace	server	needs	from	20	physical	to	7	VMs
•	Saved	$250,000	in	upfront	equipment	investment
•	Cut	user	login	time	in	half
•	Gained	access	to	vMotion	and	other	VMware	features
•	Advanced	Aspirus	virtualization	initiative
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using next-generAtion 
technologies to Achieve  
100 Percent uPtime

is it possible to achieve a 100 percent uptime environ-
ment today? 

While there are many elements to consider, the 
short	answer	in	almost	all	environments	is	“Yes.”	How-
ever, disaster recovery efforts are not yet able to achieve 
this goal. 

That being said, by using virtualization and by under-
standing where the industry is moving, a company can, 
even now, build an infrastructure groundwork able to 
provide 100 percent uptime for operational recovery and 
very close to 99.999 percent uptime for disaster recovery. 

risk planning and mitigation 
When trying to design and operate an IT infrastructure 
with 100 percent uptime, a number of challenges could 
keep you from reaching your goals. It is important to 
understand the threats to your data center and how to 
architect solutions that mitigate them. These threats are 
categorized as either operational recovery challenges or 
disaster recovery challenges.

operational recovery challenges 
These are typically environmental issues within the data 
center facility: human error, hardware failure, virus attack 
or scheduled downtime for upgrades/patching. The key 
to building a highly available inclusive operational recov-
ery plan is to implement practices and technologies to 
mitigate as many of the risks as possible, and then protect 
the environment from events that do not cause immedi-
ate downtime. An example would be using technologies 
that do not require downtime to roll out patches to appli-
cations and operating systems within your environment.

disaster recovery challenges 
Disasters are more rare than operational outages, but 
have far greater impact to a data center when they do 
occur. Disasters are classified into two broad categories: 
natural and man-made. Natural disasters would include 
floods or hurricanes, whereas a man-made disaster would 
be similar to the September 11 attacks or an electromag-
netic pulse attack in a metropolitan area. When planning 
for these events, the assumption is that the production 

data center is completely non-functional and failover to a 
secondary location is the only way to resume IT services 
and the business functions they provide.

define your service catalog 
It is very important when beginning any disaster recov-
ery/business continuity/high-availability project to take 
three specific steps: 
1.  Define the IT services to protect.
2.  Outline the risks to which each service is susceptible.
3.  Create a service catalog that identifies what levels of 

protection each service will receive.

It is rare that every IT service will receive the same 
levels of protection in a given data center. Discussions 
with each application owner determine the business im-
pact if the service were not in operation. Typically, these 
discussions occur when an organization performs a busi-
ness impact analysis to understand what IT services the 
business relies on and what will happen to the organiza-
tion during an outage. That information will provide the 
requirements the infrastructure team needs to build to.

Once a plan is in place, it is imperative that applica-
tion owners, IT support personnel and IT architects all 
understand the risk mitigation plan and service catalog. 
This ensures they have the proper expectations and, in 
the event of an outage, they understand the timelines 
they are dealing with and what steps are being taken to 
recover the environment.

In the near future, companies will be able to provide 
100 percent uptime, even in the event of a disaster. The 
key to achieving this is to follow a path of virtualization 
and implementing technologies today that are compat-
ible with the future road maps.

There are many other factors that should be consid-
ered when designing infrastructure that can accommo-
date 100 percent uptime. For more information, see the 
Ahead white paper “Building a highly resilient IT infra-
structure: Increasing availability using next-generation 
data center technologies to achieve 100 percent uptime” 
available at http://bit.ly/I1HsVN. For more information 
about Ahead, go to www.thinkahead.com. *

desiGninG for reliability

industry*insiGhts
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six things to consider when 
selecting An externAl 
storAge system

While there are a lot of options when it comes 
to choosing an external storage system, make 
sure you consider all the factors before making 

a choice. All systems will store your data, but variations 
and differences will occur based on each vendor’s imple-
mentation. Here are six factors to consider. 

1availability
System availability and the tolerance for risk is one of 

the basic requirements determining the appropriate class 
of storage for an organization. As the tolerance for down-
time decreases, so do the options for storage architectures. 

If a storage architecture must provide continuously 
available operations to the business, only a High-End 
architecture will suffice. 

2Protection
Data protection, both local and remote, can deter-

mine the difference among storage classes and among 
vendors. The requirement for complex, multi-site, multi-
hop or long-distance replication without  data loss also 
dictates a High-End architecture. The granularity of 
replication traffic and the amount of acceptable data 
loss can determine the underlying storage architecture.

3Performance
Customers usually cite performance as their primary 

decision criteria, though it is often poorly understood 
as a purchasing metric. Most of today’s systems can per-
form above and beyond what is needed for an enterprise 
application in terms of latency, bandwidth and total 

the riGht ChoiCe I/O operations. To accurately gauge your performance 
needs, be prepared to:
•	 Offer	application	or	operating	system	statistics	on	

storage counters, including I/O, bandwidth, queue 
depth and wait values.

•	 Define	acceptable	response	times	in	milliseconds	by	
application tier.

•	 Describe	the	variances	in	your	performance	workload	
during a daily, weekly and monthly cycle.

•	 Include	your	expectations	for	performance	of	
backups, decision support load, batch process and 
replication tasks.

•	 Articulate	expected	growth	in	performance	needs,	
including new applications or versions.

4scalability and growth
Describe your expected capacity growth by applica-

tion or by tier, at either monthly or yearly compounded 
rates. Industry-standard metrics for an enterprise ap-
plication are 30 to 35 percent, although much of that 
growth is weighted to file systems rather than databases. 
When considering data growth, be mindful of drive slots 
available in the array, along with the size of each drive.  

5operational complexity
Operational capabilities and avoiding complexity 

will help determine the number and type of storage ar-
chitectures appropriate for a given environment. When 
possible, consolidating management tools or storage 
systems is preferable to limit administrative overhead. 
Consider the different operational and replication 
run books required when deploying each additional 
architecture or platform to determine the cost/benefit 
of adding it to your environment.

6Cost
Cost is always a critical factor in determining appro-

priate storage architecture. There are multiple dimen-
sions to costs, including acquisition, support, adminis-
tration, physical footprint and upgrades. Evaluating the 
business impact of system downtime and being able to 
quantify the importance of data availability will help 
you select the appropriate storage cost model. *

John Cole is Technology Architect at Ahead. 

Reach him at cole@thinkahead.com.

For a detailed analysis of storage consider-

ations, read that Ahead white paper “External 

storage: Market analysis & decision criteria” 

at http://bit.ly/Jq9bQf

other Considerations:

•	 What	is	the	nature	of	your	data	types?	Database	(block),	file,	
archive,	analytics	and/or	other,	and	in	what	quantity?

•	 Do	you	expect	100	percent	performance	in	case	of	a	system	
failure?	Is	available,	but	degraded	OK?

•	 How	granular	are	your	recovery	point	objectives?

•	 How	long	do	you	expect	to	run	on	the	platform	and	what	is	
the	growth	rate?

industry*insiGhts
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THE VALUE OF THINKING AHEAD.

Ever lie on your back, gaze into the sky, and dream about the 
transformative power of IT?Imagine if the answers to your great-
est challenges — the things that keep you up at night — were right 
before your eyes. A pathway to the next generation data center. 
Totally unencumbered by traditional limitations. Yet safe, secure 
and completely accessible. Not outdated, obsolete and expensive. 
But elastic, agile and there when you need it. Okay, you can stop 
dreaming now. It’s possible. So call AHEAD and let’s make it so.

312-329-7880 www.ThinkAheadIT.com
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two fActors to think About 
when choosing A PlAtform
By Alex Mattson, Technical Consultant, Ahead,  
and Troy Whitney, Technical Architect, Ahead

a s a company’s information technology infrastruc-
ture moves toward a cloud-like architecture, be 
it public, private, or hybrid, the need to do more 

with less continues to increase. Rather than dedicate 
distinct resources to different functions, such as server 
administrators, storage administrators, virtualization 
administrators, and others, IT staff must provide cross-
functional administration. At the same time, IT must 
implement an array of advanced features—chargeback, 
lifecycle management, service catalogues, and dynamic 
resource allocation. 

To be more effective, many IT organizations are 
considering software solutions that can provide orches-
tration and automation to tie the requirements together. 

Note that orchestration and automation are not 
interchangeable terms. Automation refers to processes 
that, because they’re repetitive and repeatable, can be 
programmed to function without manual intervention. 
Orchestration combines multiple automated processes 
into a workflow. Effective orchestration and automation 
in an IT environment can enhance the economies of 
scale inherent in cloud architecture.

Evaluating the right solution is a complex process, 
but here are two factors to consider:

Platform support
No two infrastructures are exactly alike. Most environ-
ments do not have a single server build throughout the 
data center; indeed, some support multiple hypervisors, 
using a combination of VMware, Citrix, 

Oracle VM, and Hyper-V, among others. Conse-
quently, part of the evaluation process for an orchestra-
tion solution should be a review of the server platforms 
and hypervisors within current and future environ-
ments. Is the server platform of choice Cisco Unified 
Computing System or a combination of Dell and HP 
blades? Is the environment of the future meant to run 
exclusively on VMware’s hypervisor? 

The tighter the integration between the orchestra-
tion tool and the server vendor, the easier provisioning 
will be. Automation and orchestration for both physical 

and virtual environments will be an absolute require-
ment for some environments, even if all “systems” to be 
managed are virtual machines. Rolling out new hypervi-
sors continues to require some integration with the 
physical box.

multi-tenant security
Deploying stand-alone environments for individual 
departments is costly and adversely affects the orga-
nization’s investment in its data center. The pragmatic 
alternative—a modern, multi-tenant data center—al-
lows a shared infrastructure to support multiple end us-
ers with improved resource utilization, greater efficiency 
and lower cost. 

To be successful, however, it must have a robust secu-
rity design. Security and multi-tenancy go hand-in-hand; 
controls must be integrated into the shared infrastructure 
to maintain separation of end users and their data. Evalu-
ate the orchestration and automation tools to determine 
that they provide the management environment necessary 
to define the security controls. The tools should be tightly 
integrated with the APIs of the underlying compute, 
storage and network resources. This allows groups of users 
to be defined, to be assigned or denied access privileges, 
and to be allocated a portion of the infrastructure with a 
guaranteed minimum level of service.

Most importantly, orchestration and automation 
tools should empower the administrator with monitor-
ing and reporting capabilities to validate proper use of 
the shared infrastructure. 

Capacity planning, troubleshooting and usage 
reporting are greatly simplified when the orchestration 
and automation tools deliver accurate and insightful 
monitoring reports. *

There are many other factors that go into selecting the right 

platform for your cloud orchestration needs. For a full report, 

see the Ahead white paper “Cloud Orchestration and  

Automation: How to select the right platform for you” at  

http://bit.ly/JPiVa8

The authors of this report can be reached at mattson@thinka-

head.com or whitney@thinkahead.com. For more information 

on Ahead, go to www.thinkahead.com

Cloud orChestration

industry*insiGhts

BUILD AN IT INFRASTRUCTURE 
FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO  
DELIVER THE FUTURE.

Move beyond.
Moving beyond means defining what’s next. It means building 
a competitive edge into your infrastructure and the way in 
which you deliver IT services. An edge that makes you more 
efficient, more flexible and more agile. Through our industry-
leading virtualization solutions, we’re revolutionizing the way 
IT serves the business—and providing a clear, pragmatic  
path to cloud computing.  

Go to The Source. vmware.com/movebeyond
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